Since March 13th, UCA has 496 total positive tests through the university testing protocol & CRHS partnership.
UCA Testing Trends and Positivity Rate

Tests in UCA Protocol, Positives, & Positivity Rate – All UCA Tests
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UCA Testing Trends and Positivity Rate

Tests, Positives, & Positivity Rate – Only NCAA Mandated Screening Tests for Athletics
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UCA Testing Trends and Positivity Rate

Tests, Positives, & Positivity Rate – Tests for All Others Outside of Mandatory NCAA Screening
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Days to Receive Testing Results – Last 7 Days Average
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Letters by Student Health Center to UCA Community

Letters Issued Resulting from Self-Reporting or Testing/Tracing Investigations via UCA COVID Protocol
On Campus Quarantine Rooms, Active Use, & Percent Capacity
On Campus Quarantine Room Utilization – Fall ‘20 & Spring ‘21
On Campus Isolation Beds, Active Use, & Percent Capacity

[Graph showing data on isolation beds, unit usage, and percent capacity over time.]
On Campus Isolation Bed Utilization – Fall ‘20 & Spring ‘21
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